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ERRATA.
Page 1, Ques. 2d, read discursive, instead of discussion.

Page 3, Ques. 18, read it must not contain^ &c., instead of

it must, &c. .

Page 5, Ques. 35, read iUieit process, instead of undistributed

middle.
.

•

Page 21, Ques. 40, read supersensual, instead of supersual.

Page 22, Ques. 41, read when fictitious works are read, &c.,

instead of ivTien fictitious works are real.

Page 22, Ques. 43, read a more complete, &c., instead of

complete, &c.



i%m
OF

SECOND QUARTER OF JUXIOR YEAR.

C|0inps0its ITiiius flf Clj0wgljt.

QcEs. 1. Define Psychology, Metaphysics in its two senses, and Nomolojy
of the Mind?

Axs. Psycholoory ii^ the science of the phenomena, and the powers of the

mind. Metaphysics, fir-t in its bro .d sense, inchidintf F^:;ycholoL,'y. is th-e

science of the non-pliysical, non-material. Second, narrow sense— is the

Science of the super-sensual truths which und'M-lie all phenomina. whether of

matter or of mind ; a species co ordinate with psycholoiry. Xomology is

the science of the laws by which tiie mind ouujht to be ijoverned.

2. Give the distribution of the mental faculties, also of cotrnitive, and
show with wliich of the latter logic is concerned. Also distinction bet.veen

logic and psycholorry ?

The mental faculties are (1) cognitive, (2) those of feeling, and (3) cona-

tive.

The cognitive are those which obtain and present matter of thought to the

mind. 1. Presentative, or intuitive, or acquisitive—embracing sense, per-

ception, selfconsciousness, and intuitive truths or axioms, 2. Retentive

—

embracing the conservative faculty, reproductive, representative or simple

imagination. 3 Discussion, elaborative or comparative—embracing ab-

stract on, generalization, conception, judgment, reasoning and constructive

imagination Logic has to do with tlie discursive or elaburative faculties.

L<gic treats of the laws of the operations of the mind. Whereas psychology
treats of the actual operations of the mind.

3. Define Logic, and show why it is a science why it is a science rather

than ao art? Tzoa^:^ and 7:o:rja:^.

Logic is the science of the a cessary and formal laws of thought. Pare
Logic is a science, because it teaches us to know the ri^ht laws of th )u?ht

and the end of all science is to know ; of Art, to do. ilere we find the dis-

tinction art and practice, the former {jrpa-c^) denoting that kind of actioa

which terminates in itself, the laiter ijzucr^acz) that wl.icb leaves an enduring

product.

4. What is meant by the necessary laws of ihojg'u ?

Necessary is that, the opposite of which caDnot be conceived of bj She
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miud. So the necessary laws of thought are those, the violation of which
we cannot conceive of without mental suicide.

£. Define formal laws of thought, also formal sciences, and why is logic a
formal or hypoihetical science?

Tl e formal laws of tliouf^ht are those which refer to the very form of

^'liiikiiie irrespective of the aiib(i'Ct matter of thought. Formal sciences are

t! ose ihi^ principles of which are true, irrespective of acuul existence, or of

anv I'i ject to which they mny be applii-d Lvi^ic is a forinal science because

it isconctrned with the very torm of the thinkina: process, it is called a hy-

pothetical science becnise it teaches u'^ to know facts depending upon the

esistence of other facts as the condition of their own existence.

6. How is logic practical, or useful if it be not an art or a science of ac-

tual bei'.g ?

Alt tii"'jfh logic, as a formal science, teaches no new material facts, still

the object of the study is strictly practical : for it does noi so much teach ua

to produce a good thouj;ht in one de[)artment, as to think accurately in all,

60 that in application it becomes practical.

7. Distin<ruish objective and subjective ; first and second intentions, to

which of the latter does logic belong ?

The subjective i? the mind—that which thinks ; the objective that which

it thinks about. First intentions are notions of things as they are. Second

intentions are notions nf things as they are understood. Logic has to do

only with second in'entions.

8. Define conception—distinguish it from imagination ; subjective and ob-

jective conceptions ; conception and concept ?

Conception is that act or product of the mind expressed by a general

word. Conception is common to a midiitude ol individuals. Simple ima-

gination pioduces in the mind the image ot an individwl, associating with

it properties not common to the class to which the indiviiiual belongs. Sub-

jective corceptioo denotes the operation of the mii d formmg the conception.

Objective denotes the simple product of the mind thus formed as made an

object of thought. ConcCj tiou denotes subjective conception—concept ob-

jective conception.

9. By what mental processes are conceptions formed ?

(1) By comparison— putting together two or mon- single objects to as-

certain how far tliey resemble each other. (2). By nflectioi

—

Mk- ascertaiQ-

ment of their points of resemblance and difference. (3) By abstraction—the

separation of the points of resemblance from those of d.fF;rence (4) By
Generalization—forming a class, the in>lividuals of which are fourid to pos-

sess the abstracted marks. (5) By denomination—the im,JO.ait:on of a name.

10 Define clear, obscure : distinct, confused, adequate and inadequate :

notative and symbolical, as applied ro notions, cogiiitio.;s and conceptions'?

Clear conception is when an object is so presented that the mind discrimi-

nates it from other objects; obscure is the reverse of this. Distinct is wlieu

we not on y distingu sh the object, but also its prop^-rties : confused, wlien

ve distinguish the object not the properties. Adequate is when we can not

only recognize the properties or marks, but also explain them, i e., give the

marks of the marks : iiiadeq'iate when werecogniz' the marks, but cannot ex-

plain them A notative conception is one in which tlie word denoting the con-

ception presents the marks of thv conception ; a symbolical conception is

one in which the mind has not the marks ol the conception distinctly before

it, even while it is eng-aged upon it.

ll. Define genus, species, Bpecific difiFerectia, accident, essence, property,

Buminum genus, and infima species.



Genu3 19 a clasg—species one of the subordinate classes into which jjena^j

13 divided—sppcific diff.Tentia, is that wliicli distinjiiishps a species from any
oiher species of the same genus—accident is that which pertains to part nf a

class—essence of any species meiins lis genu-^ and d tf Tentia, that without

wliich sppcies is wanting— |)roperty is that which i« peculiar to a cla^*^ b>
longs to all olit, but it is not a part ofits essence- siimmum genus is the high-

est genus, ordinarily used in reference lo a given department e. s. B 'ing i9

the must abs iliite suinmum genus—iufioia species is the small class before we
come to individuals.

12 v\ hat is meant by extension and what by intension, and what is their

mutual ratio ?

Extension relates to the number o^ objects which the conception contains

—intension to the number of qualities. Their ratio is iuverse, as exteusiou

increases, intension d minishes. and cice versa.

13. D.'fine a priori and o posteriori in their three senses.

(I) Aristotle applit-d a priori lo reisoning fr 'in cause to eff'ct, and a

posteriori to re soiling from etfict to cause. (2) A priori was afterwards

applied to knowledi'e derived from given conditions Without waiting for (X-

penence, a po4eriori lo knowledge derived from experience. (3) A priori

has also iu a looser sense been applied to knowledge derived directly from
conditions, which conditioia, however, are themselves given by experience.

14. Illustrate the difference b 'tween syllo,'isins founded respectively on
the extension and intens on of conceptions.

The former is developed witti reference to the nmiber of objert'', as " .\ll

men are mortal," (i. e..) all the objects, men are contained in the class mor-
tal. The intensive syll.)gism relates to the nnmi)er of qualities, as •' Peter

is a man," (i. e.,) Peter possesses the marks of a man ; here the qualities of

Peter are decla ed to indicate the clas^ man.
15 Explain L'lgieal Division, and how contrasted with pliysical division?

Logical Division is ihe analyses or separation of coiiCfplions or of terms
denoting them according to their exti nsion : i. e., stating the v.irious co-

ordinate sp^Cles of which a proximate genus is cO'iiposed. In logical divi-

sion the genus divid d is predicable of all the species iiuo which it is divided

— physical division, on the otuer hand, is the separation of au individual iniu

its component parts.

16- Slate the rul s for correct logical division.

1. Tiie species or parts must be mutually exclusive. II. The species or

parts must Oe together equal to the dividend, but any one must be less than
the w: ole. III. The division must be according to one principle. IV. It

must be from pr'ixima genera to co-ordinate species.

17. What is Dv-fiiiitiun, and how do it, and Logical division stand related

to each other, and to the intension ol' conceptions.

D.finitiou is the bounding ott" of a word or notion frnm all other word? or

notions, or giving the marks of the conception, v/liieh the word d>^notes.

Division ascertains the various classes of objects united under one conception;

definition ascertains those common marks which all the objects of a class

possess, and hence tl ey are mutual helps to each other. Division respects

exte ision, definition intension.

18. What is Logical Definition, and what are the rules for correct defin-

ition ?

Logical Definition ascertains all the marks, which the ob'ects contained in

a conte|)tion possiss. It is simply giving the genus and difi"-rentia. Rules.

(I) It must recount the essential attributes of the thing deiined. (II) It

must contain the name of the thing defined. (Ill) It must be precisely ade-



qnate to the species defined. (IV.) It must not be expressed in obscure, Ajra-
rative, or ambiguous language. (V.) It must not be negative when it can be
affirmative.

J 9. ILiw may definitions too brond or too narrow be detected ?

I. A definition too broad may be dctccti-d by siin|)ie conversion. II. A
definition too narrow may be d tecied by conversion by con ru p isition.

20 What is meant by distributive, culJective, substantive, attributive and
rehitive m uns 1

Distributives are applicable to each and every one of the objects they de-

note. Collectives, tiiough deiiotino' many objects, can only be applied to

theui when combined. .Substantives are thi names of things wb ch ia

thought- or fact have an indcpendimt existence. Attributives assign a mark
to a snb-stantive. Relatives are pairs of nouns each of which implies the ex-
plies the existence ol the otlier.

21. Kxphiin positive, privative and neirative conceptions?
A positive conception is where we affirm the presence of a mark—a privi-

tive conception is where we nffirm the absence of a mark—-a negative con-
ception is one which affirms the absence of what neither does, nor can belong
to an object.

22. Explain relative, abstract, and concrete conceptions ?

Keiative conceptions are those in which one cannot be thought of without
the other, as debtor and creditor. Abstract denote a notion separate from
an object. Concrete denote a notion as inherent in an object.

23. VVheri conceptions are recalled to the mind under what respective

forms may they appear ?

I. Under the form of a bare word. II. Under the form of the marks ab-
stracted from it. Ill as the representative of all otliers of a class.

24. Explain the ambiguous use of the word concepiiou, which has pre-
Tai ed, and the evil of it.

By sonie its mean ng has been confined to simple imagination, by others it

bas been made to comprise imagination as well as every act of cognition.

This has led to much difficulty to attempts to explam certain metaphysical
iacts, since conception is entirely distinct from simple imigiualiou and
any of the acts of cognition.

2o In what must the elements of all conceptions be found ?

In some inward or outward intuition.

26. How hir can the miiid go in Ibrming new combinations of the mate-
rials given it by intuition ?

'I'o any extent which does not involve contradiction.

27. Within what limits is coi.ceivabilitj a test of possibility ?

In the strict scientific sense of the svord conception as now employed, nothing
can be conceived which involves a contradiction, and as those things are possi-

ble which are not contradictions, couceivabiiily in this sense is a lest of possi-

bility.

2b, Distinguish logical from primitive judgments which precedes, and
Tvhicu 10 lows conceptiuns, pronouncing their agreeameol or disagreement ?

A logical judgment affirms or denies of a conception that somelhiDg else

agrees with it. A primalive ju'.lgment is that wnich enters into every cog-
nition ; it precedes conceptions ai,d logic.il follows them, pronouncing, &c.

29. VVliat is judgment and of what three parts does it consist 1

A judgement is an expression that two noiious can, or cannot be recon-

ciled. The three parts are sul ject, p.edicate and copula.

30. Why may the ge'uus and difi'eivDtia be regarded as two overlapping

genera?



Because that ;»hich is specific differentia in one case may become a jrenus

in anoti er ; and even in the same species the genus may become the differea-

tia and iiice versa, hence they are concomitant iienera

31. VVlial IS jd'optTty and how distin^rnished iVoni definition?

Every quahty which hi'Ion^s to all llie subjec! arni to no Diiior is a pro-

perly— ii d (T-rs I'roni diti liiion inasmuch as it is not an essential qnali y.
3-. Into what two great classes does the aullior divide predicahies ?

li. to those laken d striljutively, wiiicii aie capable of becoming subjects,

and those luivinjj- {greater extension llian (lie subject.

33. Define subsliiuiive and attributive judgments
Subsiitntive are those in which tlie predicate is distributed, i. e., the whole

of It is lalien, and attributive tiiose in which it is not.

34. Slate tiie six sources of definition—which ot them is absolute defini-

tion—and which lurnisiies the premises lor inductive rea oning ?

I. Resolution. 11. (Jompiisition. III. Division. IV. Colligation. Y.
Change of Symbol. VI. Casual substitution. Resoluiiou is absolute, and
colligation gives the premiss for inductive reasoning.

35. Distinguish Induction from Deduction. Into what figure does the

induct. ve Syllogism fail, and how is a substitutive judgment requisite to its

validity?

Induction is reasoning from particular cas'-'s to general laws. Di?ductioa

is re.;soniiig from general laws to particular cases. The inductive 8yllo.;ism

falls in the third figure, and a subsiiiutive judgment is tecessary to avoid the

vice of undisir.butrd inidd e.

3G. How do substitutive judgments amplify the sphere of validity in the

three figures ?

By avoiding the vices of illicit process and undistributed middle. Thus it

enables u-i to have a negative minor, and hence negative cunclusion ii. the

Jitst figure; aflirmative pn niises and uuiveisal affirmaiive cuuclusiou in the

second figure; aud a universal conciu.-iou m the t/wd.

37. Define relaiioo of judgmeuis, which in the author's view is most essen-

tial ?

I'be common doctrine of relation divides jud^'^ments into ca'egorical. hy-
pothet.Cal and disjunctive. Tae aullior CJiisiders iliat relation ot judguien a

the most essential in which the subject s;ands to the predicate, as coexten-
sive wiih it or not.

38. Define Categorical, Hypothetical, and Disjunctive judgments ?

Categorical simply aCiirms that one concepuon does or does not belong to
another—Hypotheti al e.xpresses seemin.ly a relatioc bet wee i two judgments
as cause and tllect, or condition and c; udilioiial. Disluiiclive expresses the
relation of two or more judgments waich cannot be true together, but one or
the other of which must be true.

39. How may Hypotiieticals and Disfunctives be stated as Categorials.

Hypoiheticals by saying

—

the case of. Sec, is the ca^e of, &c. Di>junc-
tives by saying

—

the possible ca^es in this matter are either that .... and
that

40. When so stated are they substitutiva or attributive judgments 1

"When Hypoiheticals set forth the only caus; wiiicli produces the given
effect, they become substiiulives when only one of many tuey are attributive.

DiSJuuciives are always subsiiiuu\es.

41. What is meaui by pluiative, and wliat by nnmencally difiuite judg-
ments—what peculiarity in syllogisms is founded on them'?

Pluratives are those which reler to more than half of their subject—nu-
merically definites are those in which that part of the subject taken is deno-
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ted by nnmbers. They give rise to valid Syllogisms without distribntion of
tbe midc'Ie term.

4'2. VVliut H mennt by the Quantity and what by the Qmility of jungnifr.t, ?

Quantity refers to the extent in wnirli its subject is taken, i e., as to be-

ing uiiiVfrs.il or purticular. Q 'alitj to its bein<jf ;i£Briii itive or neuativo.

43. What is ni'ant by Modd.ity of Judgipeuts— wliat by Problema ic. As-
serti)ry, and Apodiciic Jndjrments ?

M.tdaliiy is the relation between predicate and subject, as to the degree of

certainly with which a proposition is stated. A Probi 'iiialic Judgment i3

neither sulijectively nor objectively certain, i. e., it is neither certain to him
to him who hoMs the opinion, nor is capable of being exhibited with cer-

tainty to another. Assertory is subj'cuvely but not objectively certain.

Apodictic IS both subjectively and objectively certain.

44. Define the word species as used in Logic and Natural Science.

In Logic it means one of the most co-ordiuaie classes into which a proxi-
mate genus is divided. In Natural tecieuce it is applied only lo a cUaa
whose individuals have such identity of nature as Indicates (I) an actual or
p(>S3it)le descent from a single piir, [2) the power of periutiueat procreatioo
and reproduction between its ditferent varieties.

45. W ha», aie the Criter a of >iatural, as distinguished from other species,

and from varieties ?

L A general uniformity of external organization. IL A general resem-
blance in piiysiological, or internal si ruclure. IlL A psycholoj^ical resem-
blance, i. e., as 'o conscious habits, acts or ways.

46. How does this go lo prove the uaiiy of our race as one ipecies ; and
len I support lo lit vela* ion, and R demptiou ?

It has been argued that t ere is so much variety of rac? that we must be
must be descended from d fferent piirs : if this theory were true it wouH
faiSify the Bibie, whicli speaks of us as descended from a sir.gie piir, and
would invalidate the plan of Redemption, whicii proceeds from an anih>gy
between llie first and Seco d Adam. Tuis theory, however, is sliowii to bo
false, since tne criteria above referred to are fouuJ in all men.

47. In what three ways may all judgments be interpreted—give summary
of llie Analysis of judgments in quanliiy, quality and relation ?

According to iniensiou, exiension anddeno niualion, in llie first we observe
the marks, in the second we set apart a class, in the third we give the class

a name.

The nature or form of judgments consists ia their having (1) a certain

quantity, (2) a certain qui ity, (3) a certain .'elation. (1) as to Meir Qun-
tiiy th' y uie either uu versal or particular, (2) as to their quality ihoy are

eiilier ..ffirmativ.' or uegativC; (3) as to the relation they are either aliribu-

tive or suostilutive.

48. Define Analysis and Synthesis—also Analytic and Sythetic judg-
ments and Syllogisms.

Analysis is separating into parts. Synthesis is the putting togethe'' so as
to f rm a new or an old whole. Analytic judgments are those in wiiich the

predicate is contained in the conception oi liie suliject— Synthetic is when
the predicate adds lo the conception and requiies pr«)of. A.11 Analytic 8illo-

gisiii IS one in whicli the conclusion is first slated, and afterwards the premi-
ses on which it is founded. A Synthetic Syllogism is one in which the pre-

mises are first staled and afterwards the conclusion.

49 State the clasi of judgments which are a priori, and which a posteriori

And why ?

AnalJ tic are a priori because they contaia their proof in tbe verj coDcep~



tion of tbe snbject.—Synthetic are a posteriori because the proof must be
found outside by demonstration or experiment.

50. W hut class of sciences furnishes Synthetic Judgments a priori, and
how do vou prove them so ?

The Forniiil Sciences sfive rise to such Judirments. They are such, be-

cause alihou2;h they must be provd by a course of reasoninir, yet all the

steps in thrt pronf are a priori, siiid hence the judi^ment is a priori.

51. How are Analysis uiid Synthesis reUit^d tu Alistracfjoti, Generaliza-
tion, Induction, an' D'finition. An.ilysis mu^t precede Abstraction and
Genvrilizition ; In.Jui-tion inv lives both Analysis and Synthesis ; D^fioition

is Analysis according to intension.

51. KxnlaMi Ka.vt's four triplets of Categories as related to the different

logical of judgments.

I. Quantity.
1 Unity— the propeity of Singular Judgments.
2 Pleurality— " Pitrticular "

3 Totality— '• Universal "

II. Quality.

1 Affirmation—the property of Affirmative Judgments.
2 Negation

—

" Negative "

3 Limitation

—

" Particular "
III. Rrlation.

1 Substance and accident—the property of Caterorical Judgments.
2 Cause and EfiFr;'t

—

" (Conditional •'

3 Action aud Reaction

—

" Disjunctive "

IV. Modality
1 Possibility—the property of Problematic Judgments.
2 E!xi-tenee

—

" Assertory *»

3 Necessity

—

" Apodictic "

53. Give a summation of the attributes of conceptions?

1. Nature of every i igher attribute is found in the lower. 2. The name
of the hijiher may alwa s be applied to the lower. The liisiher includes the
lower notion. 4. That set of marks which distinsfuishes species o*" the same
genus is called specific differentia 5 The whole of a species is contained
and the definition given wh n the properties of the genus and those which
make the specific differentia are brought together. 6. We ascend from
lower conce|)lions to higher by throwmif away specific differentia, i. e., by ab-
Btr ction ; we dscend to lower by resuming the marks thrown away, i. e.,by
determination. 7. In a system of subordinate geoera, each must contain the
individuals included in tlie lowest. 8, Co-ordinate species cannot coniaio

the sameindivi luals. 9. Tlie conception of an object consists of an as^gre-

gate of its marks, with the notion of existence superadded. lO Sinjjle ob-
jects ure invariably referred to and viewed ttirou;;h general con eptions. 11.

A conceptio is complete and adequate when it cau be resolved iut> its im-
plied marks by definition and its contained species by division. 12. Two
marks which stand to each other, as fiositive and privative, are called con-
tradictory. Two marks are contrary when it is known a p'^steriori by ex-
perience, and not a priori by the form of expression that they cauout tMiluo^

to the same object.



THIRD QUARTER OF JUNIOR TEAR,

Mniiliinij'js Intellectual |!t/ibsujj|g.

QuEs. 1. Distinguish applied from pure logic^material from formal truth

or science.

Ans. Pure Lojric is the science of the necfssiry and form il laws of

thoij^iit without reference to iictual b"ing. Applied L'^iric is the principles

of logic applied to the investiiration of actual truth, or of truth of actJal be-

ing. Formal truths are principles true in and of themselves. Formal Sci-

ence investigates such truth^?. Miterial tiuth relates to actual being. Ma-
terial Sciences investigate thes^ trutlis.

2. What are the four great criteria of truth— and how do the first and
second stand related to the third and fourth ?

I The principle of Identity—conceptions agreeing may be united in

thought or affiiincd of the same snhjt^ct at t e sam^"" time. II. The principle

of cinitrailiction—the same attribute cannot be affirmed and denied of the

snme subject at the same time, or the attribute cannot be contrad ctory to

the subject. Ill of excluded middle

—

eitlier a given judirment must be true

or its contradiclory—no mi idle course. IV. of snIBcient reason— whatever
exi-ls or is true must have .sulFuient reason for bjini as ic is and not other-

wise. The third and fourth are respectively ouly other forms of the second

and first.

3- In what way do the principles of identity and contradiction test the

validity of reasonings by mediate and immediate inference of judgments
and conceptfons?

Tiie principle of identity forms the basis of reasonings with affirmatira

conclusions, of affirmitive judgmiMits and positive conceptions. Privative

conceptions, negative judgments aniJ reasonings with n gative couclusionB

are tested by tlie principle of contra liction.

4. Docs Induclion or D.'dacl'on a|)ply to the wider Qc'ld of inquiry ?

Indnctiiin — fur llus is the method ch'tfly employed iu the pliysiciil, as well

as metaphysical sclei ccs.

5. IIow does Foimal Logic help us in inductive inquiry ?

It furnishes tlie criteria to which inductive investigation should conform.

6. What is the cardinal p tint to be established iu regard to the minor
• premiss of the inductive syllogism in order to a valid universal conclusion ?

It is to deierniine un<l r w at circumstances the examples cited are fair

camples or rcpresentaiivcs of tiie whole class.

7. State and explain the three stages to progress in inductive science?

First. Tlie stage of ob.servaticm and experiment, iu which facts are being

collected, examined, ifgistered aixi class. fied ; but, as yet, there are no laws.

Meteorology is a t^cience iu this stage. Second. Induction in which facts

observed are made use of to prove certain laws which give rise to these facta,

e. g., chemistry. Third. Wnen the mi lor laws obtained bv induction are re-

solved into a few all-comprehensive laws whicli furnish the basis for deducing

all things relating to the subject, e g., optics and astronomy.

8. State and explain the tour chief criteria of a valid minor premiss for a

univerBal iadactive cooclasion.



(1.) The metbod of ajfreemeut

—

Id all ciises, when a eiveo cnnge ii preaentv
a given effect will be produced. (2.) The method of ditfereuce, when a giv?!Q

cause is absent, the effi.'Ct will not be produced. (3.) The indirect method of

difference—This is applied to test the nature of residual forces ; causes that
remain afier all tlio.«e that orii^inall}' entered into the calculation have spent
tbi'ir force. (4 )

vJoiicornitant variation—As the amount of the cause varies

so the nmount of Uie < ffvct varies.

9. \\'hut arc the three cliief theories in regard to the meaning of general
words—di*Mrijjni<h two pliilosopliic senses of the word rea/ixin.

The three cliief theories coiicerni'g iiniversals are (1.) Ilea ism, (2.) No-
minal'sm, (3 )

Conceptionalism, sometimes called Nominalism. Realism ia

uspti in two |»!iil<>sopliic ."Jeiises, (I.) as opposed to Nnminaliam, (2.) as op-
posed to Id 'alism ; that all external thiti;,^s are only ideas.

10. Define Platonic realism, and Modiaval realism, (nniversalia ante rem,)
and (universalia iu re.) What is common to both, and wherein do they
differ ?

According to Plato (U. ante R.,) one pervading substance constituted a
class, and this substance existed in the Divine mind before any indivi<luals of
the class were created. According to the Mediaeval theory, (U. in R.), tbia

all-pervading substance was created contemporaneously with the individuals
that it made. The point of similarity is that both recognise that unity is

constituted by this pervading substance. They diff r, however, in the time
of the existence of this substance. Plato—>[anhood existed from all eterni- '

ty. Mediaeval—It began to exist with the first individuals of the class whoge i

unity it constituted. /

11. Define Nominalism—wherein does it make the unity denoted by a |
common term to consist J What other theory is it sometimes used to de-
note ?

The Nominalists held that the oneness of a class consisted in the name im-
posed upon it—uiiiversuls are mere words. The unity denoted by a general
word is thus made to consist in a mere nams. It is sometimes used to denote
conceptual ism. Names being connected with couceptious, nominal and con-
ceptioiial become implicated.

12. What is the d ctrine of the conceptualists—which of the three doe-
trines is true—what do abstract and concrete words dt-notel

The Concepualists hold that uiiiversals denote mental conceptions—that
is, not representatives of any substance numerically one, but representatires
of the common marks accoroing to which the class is formed. Conceptual-
ism is true. Abstract general words denote a quality without even implying
an object or existence. Concrete general words denote a quality, and, at the
same time, imply au object and existence.

13. What disproves the extreme nominalistic and what the realistic theo-
ry—what gives plausibility to the latter, and what consequences flow froia

it?

Extreme Nominali«m is disproved by the fact, that general words are
formed by abstraction and generalizat'on from actual beings, and when so
formed denote real qualities iu those aetuttl beint;s. 'I'ruth iies in the exist-
ence of the qua.icies named, jjoi in the name atbitrarily imposed. Healiaca
is disproved by our consciousness, we know that object belonuing to a class
are in no sense Dumerically one. The facts giving plausibility to Realism
are, I. We know that God had in His mind fiom all eternity the plan of every
class and individual, which be subsequently created. 11. Conceptions de-
rived by abstraction and generalisation—from actual beings—must denote
real qualities. The coDjequences of this theory are, (1.) a false d'reotioj3

2
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piven to scientific inquiry. Since it tanght men to seek for the one hidden

numerical substance pervading a class, instead of pursuing rational inductive

investigations. (2.) It destroys personal identity and thus overthrows hu-

ntan responsibility. (3.) It le^ds to Pantheism, for if any class of objects

be numerically one, th«t claims can be reduced to the absolute summum genus,

including all beings, which would then be pervaded by a sibstance numerically

one.

14. Give the distinction between connotative and non-connotative words?

A connotative term, along with denoting an object, connotes a quality or

vice vorsa. A non-connotative term marks an object without a quality or a
quality without an obj< ct.

15. State the resp ctive qualities which distinguish mind from matter, and

which prove the one to be radically different from the other ?

Mind has inherent powers by which it thinks, feels, knows, wills—raat'er

las not. Matter has extension, form, weight, &c., none of which qualities

belong to mind.

16. Define philosophy—State why the philosophy of the mind is called

philosophy f.minenter 1

Philosophy is the study of facts in their causes and unity. The science of

mind is called philosophy eminenter because^the ultimate and real cause of

all things is mind
17 Define Metaphysics in its looser and stricter sense—also define psy-

^chology and show their mutual relation ?

Metaphysics, in its looser sense, is the science of all not material, not

physical, in this sense it includes psychology— in its stricter sense it is the sci-

ence of the supersensual truths that underlie ail phenomena of mind or of mat-

tpr : in this serse it is co-ordinate with psychology, and is sometimes called the

science of inferences from psychology, also the science rf intuitive truths.

These two scifnces run into each other. In stiidyin.' Metaphysics we are

brought to the consideratir^n of Psy( hologioal facts, and in the study of Psy-

chology we come in contact with Metaphysical truths.

18. Define utility—Absolute and relative. Explain the uses of philosoph-

ical study—absolute and relative.

Subjectively—absolute nse. It promotes mental culture, vigor and in-

sight. Objectively—relative use. The character of the knowledge acquired

by it is relatively useful. 1st. Important means to the study of other

sciences. 2d. It sharpens the mind and fits it for occupation in bus ness.

This is the lowest view. Utility is that which is a means to some good out-

eide of itself. Absolute utility is that which is useful as a means of promot-

ing that which is good in itself. Thus, a church building promotes the cause

of religion Relative Utility is that which is useful because it is means of

producing something that is a means* to some absolute good— e. g., the study of

the languages to one about to study for the miuistry. It is then a means to

Sk means of good.

19. With what dispositions should philosophy be studied—what do you
Bay of emulation ?

I. With candor, a fair state of mind open to conviction from evidence, and
which will fairly appreciate evidence.

II. With earnestness or zeal for truth, which appreciates truth above all

that comfietes with it, and which sacrifices to it ease, emolument and honor.

III. W^ith humility, that state of mind wliich will lead us to subordinate

ourselves and our pride to truth and lay them at its feet. In one respect

tmulation is noble, elevated and free from all baseness. It is when one de-

tires to Etand high ia comparison to hie felkws to satisfy himself that he has
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done justice to himself and Uhe subject. But any desire to dispjirage—to

detract from their merits, satisfaction at their failures and sorrow at their

success—ail this is base, ignol>le and degraded.

20. Show the original an 1 subsidiary sources of the knowledge of mind

—

define consciousness— what in rejard to unconscious mental acts.

The original source is consciousness—t!ie subsidiary sources are the con-

sciousness of the human race, as ascLn-taiui'd from the actions and language

of inuiikind, as seen in the history and literature of the race. Consciousness

is that common quality of all the mental acts by whicli wlien any exercise

of the mind occurs, we know of its occurrence. Strictly speak.ng there are

no unconscious mental acts.

21. Show the relation of inductive reasoning to psychology and metaphys-

ics ?

Psychology is an inductive science. Since it is by observing the individ-

ual exercises of our own minds and those of others we arrive at the laws o!

these phenomena. Metaphysics, strictly speaking is bayond induction, since

it deals with mtuitive truths. It involves, however, a quasi inductive meth-

od, since it is by a comparison of the acts of single minds that we discover

what truths are untuitive,

22. How should each one proceed to solve disputed questions in paycholo

gy?
By appealing to the testimony of his own consciousness.

23. Show the relation of attention and reflection to philosophy—explain

reflect ion ?

They are both essential to the study of philosophy, for attention is the

obvious condition of all insight, kiowl^dg^ and m Mital improvement, and re-

flection is one of tiie first steps in all study. Rofljction is the exercise of

the d scursive facu ties upon the knowledge obtained by the acqiisiiive fac-

ulties ai;d kept by the retentive faculties.

24. Define attention— Show its three degrees, and its relation to intellec-

tual power and responsibility for opinions 1

Attention is consciousness considered as being under a certain law, viz. :

that the intensity of consciousness or the force of our cognitions is inversely

the number of objects beforu the mind, and directly as the time and energy

of continuous application. Its t'lree degrees are I. Attention against the

will. II. Invuiuiitary attention, i. e., the will does not act for or against.

III. Voluntary attention. Attention is the measure of intellectual power,

and it forms the basis for personal responsibility. It is true, that in our

opinion we must be controlled by tvidence, but the reception of evidence de-

pends upon our attention to it, and this is under t!;e control of the will.
_

2f;. Show the points involved in t m cognition of self and gelf-couscious-

ness.

I. Coijsciousness of self, as existent. II. As abiding, enduring, existing

before and after and in order to the act of cognizing, but not as immutable

or eterna . III. As existing independent of the act of cognition. IV. As
having power, volition. V As d stinct trom outward objects; the Ego as

distinguished from the non-Eg). This must be observed to keep us from

fallui;^ into Iilealism. VI. As present in all acts of consciousness. VII.

Sell is the most original and suggestive iustance of substance, of cause and

of identity.

26. Show the relation of external perception to the organs of sense, the

nerves and the brain ?

In perception the object acta apon the organs of seuie, the oerveg counect
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this organ wUh the brain, and the latter receives the impression conrajed by
them. The mind, however, is the thin? that percives.

27. State its relation to representative images of the objects perceived 1

Id the perception of an object, the mind does not perceive a representative

image of the otject, but the olij'Ct itself.

28. Dcfiue seusalion, seusationu!, sensuous, seDsism,8iipersensaal and per-

ception.

Hin.sation is an afTection of the bodily organism as pervaded by the mind,
and jrives no kiiovvle<lge beyond itself. Seiisulioiial Pliiiosophy or Sensa-

tionali:<m is tliat whicli derives all kiiowledi^e e.^clusiveiy from the senses
;

Sensuous, that sort of kiiowied;^e which comes llirou;;h the senses ; Super-

sensual, kiiowled^je derived from sources above seme. Perception carries the

mind to the immediate coirnition of an external object— it goes beyond itself.

Sensation is evidently subjective an I Perception objective. The ratio is in-

verse ; the stronger the sensation the weaker the perception, and the more
distinct tlie perception the less obtrusive the sensation.

20. State the seven points involved in the imnK'diate perception of body ?

Body is perceived 1. as having existence, II. as being exiramental, III. as

abiding. I^ . as txternal, V. as exercising power of resistance, VI. as ex-

tended, VII. as beieg non ego.

30. Distinguish tue sensus vagus from the sensus Jixus—what are the or-

gans of sense ?

Sensus Vagus denotes those vague, indeterminate sensations diffused

throughout the whole body, e. g., heat, cold, sickness. Sensus fi.xus are those

sensations which have a definite form and are fixed in kind and locality, e. g.,

taste, smell, etc. The org.ins of sense aie of sight, smell, taste, hearing,

touch—a sixth is added by some—muscular energy, but this is a modified

form of touch.

31. Distinguish perception in our own holies from perception of external

©bjects.

iu the former case the part perceived, and the part percei»ing are mutu-
ally p'^rcipient. In perception of external living b>dies both are percipient,

but not mutually so. In the perception of dead matter the act of perception

is wholly on the part of the subje-t perceiving.

32. What consequence follows from the doctrine that all our knowledge i»

by Sensation ?

Then all our knowledge is subjective ; we never could get out of ourselves.

From this Monism, Egoism, and Pantheism result.

33. What consequence results from distrusting the testimony of conscious-

ness as to the reality of external object, or a non-Ego.

By consciousness we know the non-Ego as well as the Ego: now if con-

sciousness be a false witness in regard to the non-E^o. it is not be trusted in

regard to the Ego—" Falsum in,uiio,/alsum in omnibus.'' Hence the basis

cf universal sk' pticism.

34. State Hamilton's doctrine of the relativity of knowledge and its con-

Bcquencee?

He says that all our knowlege is relative to our faculties, also that there

are many tilings for which have no fac ilties. These statements are true, but

hi re comes the objectinnal part :— he says that wlmt we know is not

known in its purity ; e. g., we cogmze an olijcct, and this cognition may be

supposed to be divisible in a certain uuiuher of parts—twelve for instance:

three of which came from the object cognited, three from the surrounding

media, three from the organ of sense and three from the mind wl;i(;h cognizes.

HeDC« but a part comes from the object. But we may as well assume that
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none comes from tbe object, and it will then follow that we do not know ob-

jects of all. The umlermines the whole fabric in relation to sensation, whiub

Hamilton strove so h;ird to build np.

35. State the oITice ofolij-ca and snhjeot in knowledu'P. and what perver-

sions 0! this relation result resjicciively in .\Liteiialisin and Jdealisin.

The oflice of (lie suhjwt is to Vnow ; of tlie ohjcct to lie known. The ab.

sorption of object iu subject is Idi-'alism ; ihe loss of subject in olgect is Ma-
teridism.

36. NViiat do you say of Phrcnolonry as a Science of Mind f

It is wortlilfss : bccau-'O an e.xtirnul examination of Uw orirans can never

result in the knowied^'e of the phenomeua and Laws of the Mind, much leas

in tlieir classification.

37 Distjnjuisli ori<iinal and acquired—proper and improper—immediate

and if.ft-rential perceptions.

Oriiiinal, or as II.\.milto.v terms it propor, or as it is sometimes called im-

mediate perception, is the iniinediuie cognition of external olijects of body

and its properties. Acquiri-d, improper or inl'i-rential perception is tliatco;^-

nition of external objects not immediate, but which ii by inlereuce from that

which is immediate.

38 What is its importance in regard to apparent fallacies of sense and a

Talid doctrine of external perception ?

Its value lies in in.ibling us to prove that these fallacies occur, not in the

original perceptions, but iu the region of inferences.

29. Explain V^entriloquism. Fresco illusions and other illusions of Sight

and Sound, also the relaliou of Uiuocular Visiou to the kuowled^je of Triual

Extension.

Ail these illusions are produced not by false impressions through the me-

dium of ihe senses, but from filse inferences drawn from ihe impressior.-* re-

ceived. Vision gjTes us a knowledj,'e oi surface, not of solidiiy, of length

and breadth, not of de|)th. Uul the txperiuients that led to llie d scovery of

the stereoscrO[>e )^o to |>rove that the union of boMi eyes gives us lenjith,

breadih and deptli, wliicii is Symbolical of Solidity, aud thus we have a per-

ception of Trinal development.

40. Explain tbe interdangeable nse of the senses how it leads to ac(juired

perception operating to supply the loss of the senses ; its uses iu Medicine
and the Arts?

T-ie senses are used interchanj^eably when the knowledge, originally gained
by one sense 's fouid out by another : e. g., ascertainiu.^ the solidity of an
object of sight. It leads to acquired perceptions by enabling us to find out
certain qualities of an object by iiifereuce :—hence tlie loss of one sense may
be supplied l>y another. By this use ol the senses, jilivsiciaiH discover dis-

eases from the r symptoms, and the character of drugs l)y their toucii or smell.

Iu the arts it le;id-' to qni«-kiie.-<s, and delicacy of perception, accuracy of
judgment, and ex;.ctiie.-!s if execution.

41. Distinguish the primary, secondary and secundo—primary propertiei

of niatter.

'I'lie primary properties of matter arising from its occnpvincr ?pace, are ex-

tension, divisjb lity, siz', density or raritv. li^ure, inijienairabiiiiy o" incoiii-

pressabiliiy ; • 6a- /ute from iis be ii'j: contained in spac^, siiiiaiiiii and mo-
bility. General Ciaracier sties : Tiiey are spatial, esseuiiul, aualylic, a ;>>ior»

from the very nature ol matter.

Secondary Proprieties— Flavor, savor, heat, cold, sound, color, (disputed) ;

ihe galvanic, electric, chemical and physiological facti of matter.
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• Seeundo Primary (of mechanical properties) are gravity, cohesion, repulsion
and inertia.

42. What are the modes for knowing these respective properties of matter.
Tne primary are Ijiiown by perception, directly and cleirly, as objective,

by inte iijfence, as universals, as real and actual, known a priori. The se-

condary are known by 8en.Sdtion, inferentialjy, as occult, as subjective ; by
fejiing as partial, as potentialitic'' dependent tor realiztition on their interac-

tion with our or<^ans 'i'he seeundo— primary are known as a posteriori^
partly by perception and partly by seiisation, as contingent modifications of
primary, and in various respects like and unlike both secundary and primary.

43. Kxplain the bearing and importance of this distinction in maintam>ng
a V. lid doctrine of perception?

Without this distinction we will not be able to maintain our ground
against Idealism on the one hand and against Materialism on the other, and
against Monism and Pantheism, the result of both. For if there were no
properties of matter b t the secondary, all knowledge would be by sensation;
i. e., would be subjective. If, then, we obliterate this distinction, we can
never get out of ourselves and never get to a valid doctrine of external Re-
alism

44. What class assail it, and why ? What are the coasequances of reject-

ing or ignoring it?

Skeptics assail this distinction, because by preventing a clear apprehen-
sion of it they cause confusion respecting the the valid doctrine of percep-
tion. Rejecting this leads to Material or Ideal Monism.

45. State Hamilton's four criteria of primary truths an! cognitions.
I. They are incomprehensible. II. Tney are simple. III. They are ne-

cessary and universal. IV. They are so clear and obvious that nothing
more so, can be co: ceived of, by which to prove them.

46. What are the twofold data of consciousness, and b? what arguments
may doubt as to the veracity of consc ousoess be dispelled ?

( ee Wdifland's la'ellec/ml Philosophy, pp. 98 and 99.)
47. What do you say or tne locality of the mind m the! body 1

Tlie mind has its chief seat in the brain ; but as the nerves, wh'ch are the
proiongatiou of the spinal mirrow, vvliicli procoei from the brain are found
in all parts of the body, so the mind is, to some extent, found throughout ihe
entire organism.

48. How do you show that color is not a mere sensation in the eye, but a
reality on the surface wliich displays it, or in the rays of light issuing from it ?

I. Such a theory is contrary td the testimony of all nonual consciousness,
which cannot be invalid ited without overthrowing its authority ; and, if we
do this, we undermine all foundation lor a valid doctrine of external percep-
tion. II. Through sight we obtain our chief knowledge of space Space
involves distance; •

. sight involves distance, consequently co or must be
at some distance, i. e., in the ohjiict and perceived by tne r.iys of light com-
ing troai it. III. H imilton adinits and proves tnit color gives us the kn iw-
ledj^e of extension. If two coiois j )in we have a line .

•
. color mist come

from something extended, which indicates exc nsion. IV. The y )un^ of all

annuals, wneii food is presented to tb m, g) to it, showing that they see the
objects sjiue distance ott"—" not in their eye."

49. lu wnat sense is c )ior in tlu coioie 1 sarfac*, or in the rays of light
issuing from it—how far does it partake of the primary, and how far of the
Becondary properties of matter 1

So far as color is a phenomenon actually perceived by the eye, so far it is

in the colored surface, or in the rays, &c. So far also it is a primary pro-
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pertj, becanse kuown by perception, directly, objectively and intelligently. It

is a secondary property when considered as somethin!» occult in the colored

substance which has the power of retaining some rays of light and reflecting

others. It is also nnt univerjsal.

50 ShoiV the difference between tangible and visib'e magnitude and distance?

Visible maijnifide is apparent siza of a body at anv dclance. Visible dis-

tance is that judired by the eye from the inaznitud^ of the object, and the nura

ber of iotervenins; objects. Tangible magnilude and distance is that known
through the medium of tDUch.

51. Of wliat four Metaphysical ideas is self the most suggestive, and ori*

ginal type ?

I. Ctnse. II Substance. III. Indentify IV". Unity.

52. D'fine Substance—its relation to qualities— is it in every sense occult

and unknowable ?

Substance is that which has beingf, power, and permanence. It is that of

which qualities are the ininifestations. Co sidereJ is abstracted from its

quahties substance is occult, an 1 unknowable. B it since in fact, it never is

separate from its qualities, we know substance, so far as we know the qualities.

52. Explain Kant's Notimena and Phenomena, and his theory regarding

oar knowlege of them. Also Hamilton's theory of the relativity of knowl-
ed-re.

Kant's noumena corresponds to substance and was considered by him as

an occult, external something, causinjr the phenomena. His phenomena cor-

responds to our qualities, but were considered by him as entirely subjective,

hence he considered the first as unknowable and the second as aSectious of

the mind
For Hamilton's theory see question 34.

53. Give a brief ace unt of molern Transcendentalism, and its successive

Btasres of de 'elopment b.' Kavt. Fiohte, Schel,lino, and Hegel.
The theory starts with Kant's notion of the noumena, and phenomena

;

FiCHTE developed it by maintaining that there was as good a rea«on for m;ik-

ing the noume a subj ctive, as the ph-'noinena, and hence he e.«tiiblished that

all is a mere manifestation of the mind. But as th s led to gross inconsis-

tencies. ScHELLiNO now took up tliis theory and layioir down an absolute,

infinite Ego, said that all thinjjs are minifestations o, tliis E^o. Thus he
makes a finite condi ion of »he Infinite Mind. Hkgel fini.^hes the theory by
Baying that since this ground of existence becomes finite bv passinj; into con-
sciousness, therefore thouijlit is the only real existence, so that Thouijht and
Being are identical. And he also held that pure Being is equal to nothin?,

s'rce as pure it is not conditioned, i. e., without manifestations, but without
it is as nothing.

54. What one doctrine is common to all these—what are its moral and
reliirious and consequences?

The feature common to all is that they lead to Monism and Pantheism.
They mike one all and all one

; remove the distinction between God and man
and make all things God. This destroys all human accountability

; for, if

man be God, he is not answerable to the laws of a higher Being. It resolves
all th.at happens into blind fate ; leaves man no will, no freedom, no account-
ability; it. undermines all mrrals, all religion and all knowledge. The only
way in which we may escape this vortex is to hold fast to our belief tt-at ex-
ternal objects appear as they are, because they are as ihev appear.

55. How, according to these philosophers, does the Infi ite become finite?

(1.) By passing into consciousness. For, say they, consciousness involves
knowledges, knowledge, discrimination, which involves limits. (2.) By cora-

vag under conditioQB, or assuming qualities which involve distinctive bounds.
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FOURTH QUARTER OF JUNIOR TEAR.

Maulanys Intellectual |)fjil050ji|!T,

(CONTINUED

)

1. Show the importance of Monnry. and i's three preat elements?

Without MoMiory our kiiowled^re woiilil lie limited to consciousoesg of the

present. It would lie inipo!Jsil)Ie to compare p;iu and pre3tM)t—to compare

aiiytliinir ; to conduct luiy of the ehihoruie processes wliicli work by comnar-

ison. it involves three tleiueutii, viz : Conservative, Reproductive and Re-
pref^^ntiitive.

2. Rvplain the three forms of latent mental modifications—and the respec-

tive oirifies cf the reproductive faculty, as spoutaueous and voluntary, also of

the representative fac lity ?

Ist. As they are evinced in all the dispositions and habits of the soul, both

iDte'lectual and moral, whether natnral or acquired.

2d. As seen in ordinary and norntiil exercises of memory.
3d. As seen in certain preternatural exercises of memory induced by ab-

normal activity of the nervous system. The reproductive faculty has the

power to reproduce into consciousness, past mental of)erations, after they

have been laid up latent in the mind. It is eiti er spontaneous or voluntary.

As spontan ous it brin.-s to the mind involuntarily a part of past experien-

ces, a'id from this part we will to rL'incin'j'r by voluntary repro luetion

other collateral (acts. T e representative faculty is of tlie nature of simple

imairination. Itsolfiiw is to bring ijlo a state of couscijusuess a mental im-

age of past cofxnitions.

3. Sl)ow the relation of Memory to the association of ideas ?

Memory 's not identical wiih the a^'sociation of the idtMs. The operation

of the conservative ficulty is the precon litioti of this association ; wlien thus

]inked toifctluT the rupruductive faculty employs this to recall collateral ideas

to consciousness.

4. Show the meanina: and comparative importance of Memory by perma-

nent and casual p inciples of association.

Permanent principles of association emhle us to remember thinjjs through

their lofjical relations, their causes and cfT'Cts and the p-inciples which bind

them together. The casual [)rinciple of association recalls things connected

by the lowest bonds of c mmunity, or only isolated facts. The former it

most ini|)ortanf, but the lalti-r is useful as a foundation lor the other.

5 State s(une mctlnHls for invigorating memory.

1 Hv exercise, as with ail the faculties.

II. Having a thorough knowledge—" What is worth doing at all ii worth

doinff well."

III. Storing up our knowledge in an orderly, systematic, and logical manner.

IV. Puncti'tous veracity.

C. How is the exercise of memory requisite to the deTelopment of some
principal intuitive truths?

Memory is indispensable to the very conception of those intuitive truths

involving succession ; e. g.. Time, ^^l^ersonal Identity, and Development of

VamberB.
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7. ETow is Memory involreil in our obierv;itioii of tnotloa—Doei Tinit
«eem longer as our ideas seem quick or slow ?

When a bocly is in motion, we only perceiro by our senses its present situ-

tion, and by memory we remember the successive advances it has made. By
these two states joined to;;;ether we have the idea of motion. Time seems
loniiest when our ideas are slow.

8- (iive Hamilton's four criteria of intuitive truths and explain their in-

comprehensil)ilit\' and simplicity? Within what limits is Catholicity an ac-
tual test of these ?

Incomprehensibility, simplicity, necessity and universality, comparativo
evidence and certainty—self-evidence. Ir.eompreneusibility means that they
cannot be resolved by and explained under other truths. Simplioity-^ull
truths are simple or compouiid ; if compound, they could hi seen in the lighfe

of other truths, and thus ihc'ir ori^'inality w nild be destroyed. Gatliolieity

is a test of intuitive truths that they are recived by all men of sane mind
^ho are unbiassed by ir:tere3t or prelu dice.

9. Give some of the titles used to denote intuitive truths with the reasong
of their use ?

I. Reu:ulative truths or faculties—so called becauS'^ they regulate all men'a
thoughts, even though they be not formtlly recognized. K. Instinctivs

truths—because they are receivtd by the mind immediately without any pro-
cess of >-eaA-oni?i£'. but not without the exercise of riason. III. Truths of
Common Sense. IV. A Prion truths, b 'cau^e received as true withuut tha

evidence of experience. V. Supjrseisual— because not discerned by the

senses. VI. Metaphysical—bee luse underlying all ph^uomeuu. VII. Truthi
of reason, in distinction from those of understanding.

10. VVhat is Reid's Classilication of them ?

1. Grimma'ical. If. Logical, III. Mathemitical, IV. .Moral, V. Metaphys-
ical. These, however, are all subdivisions of th_' genus metaphysical.

11. In what sense are they regulative and are they merely so ?

They are regulative in that all men are governed by them : but they art

also absolutely and necessarily true.

\-2. Give the four meanings for the term comm.o)i. sense 7

First—Subjectively ; it is the facu'ty for cognising intuitive first truths.

Second—Objectively ; it is the sum of the truths known by mankind.
Third— To indicate a good degree of natural shrewdness.

Fourth—It denotes that, the absence of which shows a man to be non c$m-
pos mentis.

13. State the modern German distinction between reason and undentand-
ing, and the true view of it ?

The Germans apply the term reason, to the intuitive faculty ; and under-
standing io the discursive faculty. 'JMiis distinction does not hold, because
understanding is used as a generic term covering all the faculties, while rea-

son IS considered not only the faculty of intuitive truths, but also the discur-

sive faculty which proceeds from truths already established to others found-
cd on them.

^ 14. Why are intuitive truths sometimes called a priori, and Transcenden-
tal ?

They are known oriLrinally from the conditions g ven and not from expe-

'

riei!ce. They are called trau.-tendental, because they transcend all knowledge'
derived from the senses.

{

15. St;ite Locke's doctrine in reirard to a priori truths, aod innate ideas—
what are the moral and religious consequences of his system ? State also how

I far we have innate ideas ?

B



This doctrine Is that our ideas are obtained from what tre know throngh
sensation and reflection, and tliat there are no supersensual truths, beyond
these; no innate ideas. By sensation he meant both sensation and percep-

tion ; by reflection snch inferences as the mind can make from the matter
gained throu<jfh the senses. This system tends to materialism, and has been

carried so far, as to attempt to turn Christianity into an imposture. Ideas

are innate not in the sense that they are fully developed into consciousness

at birth ; but that they are in the mind potentially, ready to be dcTeloped

just as reason itself.

16. State the difference between the chronoloaical and logical order of
ideas, and its bearing on the refutation of Locke's system ?

The chronological order is thai in -which a matter of fact first arises in the

mind in point of Time. Logical order is that in which the first is the pre-

requisite condition of the existence of the other. They are generally in the

inverse order. Space is logically before body : body is chronologically before

space. Time is logically belore succession. This distinction disposes of
Locke's argument by showing that the intiiitive truths are necessary precon-

ditions of those gained by sensation and reflection.

17. Are Time and Space original oj" Jtjrivative ideas—what as to their

being, substances, qualities or relatione 1

They are original ideas. They are not to be classified as Bub<itances, for

they have not power or action ; as qualities, for we have no intuitive know-
ledge of any substance in which they inhere. They are more than relations,

for we know of no two or more things which by their relations could yield

space and time.

18. flow do the ideas of Space and Time first enter the mind, and what
five points are intuitively seen to belong to each 1

The idea of Space and lime first arises in the mind, in connection with

body ; abstract from body the idea of extension and we have a priori pure

Space. Time is involved in the successive states of consciousness given by

memory. These involve duration ; abstract all consciousness and we have

pure duration.

First—We know a priori that Space and Time are unlimited. Time is so

in one direction only.

Second—They are known as realities, independent of our cognition of

them.

Third— Space is the void receptable of all actual beings; Time of all

changes or successions, and it is the logical condilion of their existence.

Fourth—They are known as necessary.

Fifth—They are known as continuous:

19. What is Kant's doctrine in regard to Space and Time— its refutation

and its consequences T

It is that Space and Time are mere mental forms of the phenomena pre-

sented through the senst-s. But if the receptacles (Space and Time) are

mere mental forms, then their contents (bodies, succession, &c..) are so also.'

If this were true, Idealism would be the consequence, which refutes this.

20. Wkat is the contrast between our knowledge of Space and Body—of

time and succession ?

We know body as limited, and as contingent and as a sensuous presenta-

tion. We know Space as unlimited, necessary, and by a rational concep-

tion. We know Succession, as limited, as contingent, and as an experience

in consciousness. We know Time, as unlimited, as necessary, and through

I latioual oonceptioo.
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21. What truths and ideas above the senses are suggested on occasion of

perceiving one or several objt^cti ?

Space, Substance, Quality, Number, Position and Duration.

22. Give some account of the manner in which these ideas arise in the

mind.
In the perception of an external object, vre cognize only the qualities, but

we know ihat these qualities must belong to something, and this something

is called substance. Perception of a 3ingle"object gives us the idea of unity :

Several objects bein<; perceived, the comparison of their aggregate with

unity, gJTes us our lirst idea of rminber. From the perception of objects, not

in contact, arises the idea of position. (For Space and Duration, see Quei-

tion 18.)

23. State under what circumstances the idea of identity first arises in the

mind*
When, by means of memory, we compare an object as it existed at one time

with it as existent at another time and find the relation to be that of numer-

ical oneness.

24. In what consists the identity of organized bodies, and how does this

aniwer relieve difficulties in regard to the resurection T

It consists in the vital, organic principle which raaices it an individual as

distinguished from all others, no matter what changes it may undergo. This

principle may remain in tiie custody of the Redeemer, and at the Resurrec-

tion may assimihite itself to the future body.

I 25. State the marks of personality, and their relation to difficulties con-

neced with the doc'-rine of the Trinity and tlie Incarnation ?

First— Personality is that distinct, and individu itiug principle in a moral

and intelligent being, which is indicated by the term self, and which makes

him the proper subject of the piououns I. thou, he, «fec.

Second—It is the intelligent source and object of rational, voluntary and

moral action.

Third—It makes the subject possessing it an end to be regarded for its own
sake, and which cannot be sacrificed as a means to some other end outside of

itself. We cannot tell whether three or thirty of these may not be found in

one being : therefore, we cannot deny the possibility of a Tr%mty or of the

Incarnation.

26. State the bearing of personal identity on accountability ?

Personal identity is the precondition of accountability.

27. State Kant's doctrine of substance and i entity, and its consequences f

He says that the notion of Substance a:.d identity is inconsistent with the

idea of change. This leads to the doctrine that there is no substance but

God ; who is the only unchangeable being.

28. Give Kant's four couplets of categories, also Aristotle's and thoB«

of the positive philosophers ?

(For Kant's, see Question 52, Second Quarter.)

Aristotle's are

:

TTOtrov— Quantity. -roctcv—Action. nort—When.
ffofov—Quality. 7r«<T;f£^v—Passion, •j^ecadac—Situation:

JT^oc r:—Relation. 7:00—Where. e;f«rv—Habit.
Categories of positive philosophy are Simultaniety, and Succession ;

Similar-

ity and Dissimilarity.

29. Give the cardinal principles of the positire philosophy, and your view
of It?

Positive philosophy ignores everything except the phenomena of Matter at

preseuted to the Mind in the two aspects of time aud leeemblance. The;
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•wert that the mind in the process of development passes throufh thret
stages, Istj the theolof^ical in which all phenonifna are reterred to superior,
invisible agencies—Fetichism, Polytheism and Theiem.

2d. Metaphysical stage, in which invisible agencies are ignored, and all '

phenomena and referred to Metaphysioal entities as ISature, the social prin-
ciple, Arc.

'

3d. The positive in which both invisible agencies and Metaphpsical enti-

ties are thrown aside, and phenomena of matter alone are recognized as
above stated, this philosophy is the purest Atheism.

30. What is said of the doctrine that all Matter is mere force ; and all

Substances continuous, divine acts.

Force is the activity of something ; if matter is nothing but mere force, it

must be the activity of the divine mind. Firs^t— this is refuted by testimony
of our own consciousness. Second—By the Scriptures which declare that ;

God is the Creator and Upholder of all thing! ; showing that things do exist

distinct from God himself.

31. State the true doctrine of cause and effect ; how it first arises in the
mind, and whether it is a priori or a posteriori T

'I'he doctrine, is that every event or change must have a cause ; it first

arises in the m nd frc^m the perception of a concrete example of it ; e. g., A
change in ourselves produced by an act of the will. It is a priori.

3'2. Give the theories of Browx und Hamilton and your views of them ?

The theory of Brown and the positive school is that all we know of cause
is that it is a mere succession of antecedents and conseq'ients. We do not (

know the former to be the cause of the latter. Objection 1. This is not what ;

is meaat by cuasal judcment. Night precedes diy, but we do not iay it is \

the cause of day. '2. A causal judgimnit is not that one kind of phenomenon
ii always followed by the same, but th.»t effect must I ave a cau-ie. 3. It un-
dermines diictrines founded on causality ; for if the idea of ptver is excluded,
we cannot argue God's authorship and existence from His works.

Hamilton's Doctrines is that the idea of causation results from the impo*
tence ol the human mind to conceive of any addition to the sum of being.
Change is but ». development of what before existed in some other form. We
caii tiie old form cause ; the new, (ffect. Objection 1. The causal judgment
does not result from mental impotence, but is the hi;;iie8t form of mental en-
ergy. 2. The tlieory does not explain what it professes to explain. It does
not account for things being which once were not. 3. If nothing can exist

but what always has existed, then all things are God, and we come at once
to Pintheisni. 4. Every man is conscious in his own mind of an efficient

cause to produce changes.

33. Define Material, Formal, Final and Efficient causes ; alio Po.siitive,

Negative or Positive, Instrumental, Occasional, Meritorious, Second Caisea
and Causa Ssne qua non ?

Material and lurmal stand related, as genus and differentia. Material is

the bare matter or substance of a things, irrespective of the qualities distin-

puishieg it from others. Formal cau^e corresponds to the differentia which
distingui.'jiies this bare sulisiance from other Substance of the same kind.

Ffficient cause is cause in the literal, strict und proper sense of (he term.

Final cause is the end for which any elFect is produced. It is called teltioh

\
ogicml-

Positive cause is when the effect is produced by the presence and agency
Iof the cause

;
privative, when by its absence. First is that which is abso-

lute and independent : lecond, that which is dependent on firit causes. Oc-
feftsional it that which is the occasion of the etfect pioduoed. M»ritorioui,.
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that which deserres the effect, though not efficiently producing it. Causa

sine qua non is anything without tiie existence of which the effect could not

have been produced. Instrumeutul is the instrument through which the ef-

ficient cause operatei.

34. Show why an infinite series of causes need not be sought 1

That etery clianire or event must have a cause, does not imply that bd

Unchangeable and Infinite Being must iiave a cause.

35. How does the doctrine of Causality underlie Philosophy »nd Science

and the arjjument from the worlds of Nature for the Bjing of a God ?

It underlies Philosophy since Philosophy investigates the laws of phenom-

ena, i. e., their causes. It underlies the arguments from Nature since Nature

proves that there must have been a first cause.

36. Give the various meanings of the word Idea.

l8t. An idea is a mental image or similitude of a past cognition or object

of knowledge—the product of simple imagination, 2d. A conception sub-

jectively viewed. 3d. '1 he difinition or essential marks of a conception,

eabjectivtly viewed, ith. That which objectively coniidered is a law;
Subjective y viewed is an idea. 5th. It is used vaguely to denote any ap-

prehension or cogniion of the mind.

37. What 18 Association ot Ideas—Its three laws as formally accepted hj
Philosoptiers— Its one great law set forth by Hamilton?

It 18 that mentil property by which one idea su^gtsts another. It has

been resolved into (I.) Relation of cause and effect; (2) Resemblance and

contrast
; (3.) Contiguity in time or space. Hamilton resu.ves the whole

into the law of reintegration ; i. e., a tendency in the mind from a fragment

of a past thought or mmtal state to reconstruct the whole.

38. Show the relation of Association of Ideas to Memory—Compare Vol-

untary with bpontaiieojs Associution of Ideas ?

The co:,8erTative elemcLt of Memory is the condition of this Asiociation,

and the latter is the instrument of the Reproductive Faculty ^Spentaneoui

association is casu;jl or accidental, and has no rational aim ;
Voluntary As-

eociutioD is that which is controlled by tlie will for a rational and worthy

end.

39. Define Simple and Constructive Imajfinative ; also Fancy ; also the

functions of imagination with regard to Trutb and B>;aaty ; tue world of

Sense and Spirit.

Simple Imagination is the power of producing mental images of any past

mental state or object of cognition. Constructive Imajfination is tliat power
which connects ot>jt.cis or parts of objects acd forms new combination-*, hav-

ing no precise counterpart in actual being. Fancy is imagination in iti

feebler form, it forma combinations for the sake of a momentary pleasure ia-

etead of for a lofty aijd noble end.

Constructive Imagination mediates Truth to the mind through the repre-

•entations of Beauty, it mediates between the world of Sense and Spirit by

representing the spiritual phenomena through thingi of sense which they re-

eeinbie.

40. What is Philosophical Imagination—Its two kinds and uses ai re.

Bpects Physics and Mi;taphysic3.

Philosophical Imagination is the kind employed in Philosophy. First

—

In Physical Science it fames hypotheses which facilitate scientific invustio'a-

tions. Second—In Metaphysics it represeuts Supersual truths by Sensible

presentations.

^ 41. What are the uses and abuses of Imagination ?

First—Within due bounds, works of ImaginatioD eletete and ennoble the
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mind by setting before it high high ideals and stimulating it to imitate them.
Second—They affml innocent and salutary recreation. Third—Imaginatioa
is an instrument of refined culture and scient fie progress. Fourth— [t is an
instrument Cor povvarfully enlbruin'j: truth. It is abased First—When pros-

stituted for forming vicious and trifling combinations. Second—When used
fo-* propii'j:ating error and ex;ilting vice by arraying it in the garb of virtue.

Third—When fictitious works are real for the purpose of exciting our sen-
eibiiities ; since when the feelings are thus excited without being brought
into exercise we are unfiled for action, or for works of active benevolence.

42. How are aiofjia, <puacz,
'p^X'i^ nusofta, compounded iu

plants animals, and men.

Icofia is mere body

—

(poac^ body and vitality

—

(poy(7] is the
addition of consciousness

—

Ttueufia is the addition of reason.
43. Distinguish organized from unorganized substances—animals from

plants ?

The unorganized are the lowest. There are two grades : First—Mechani-
cal ; where musses of matter act upon each other without change of particles

or any interaction of atoms wiiich change the substance. Second—Cbemi-
cal ; wliere particles interact and change the subitanue.

Criteria of organized substances :

First—There is a change, by an inward vital force, working according to
a certain law and (or a certain end ; evolution from within. Second—As-
similation from without. Thiid—oonUuuous growth. Fourth— A.Gtioa

upon external substances for its own ends. Fifth— It act by organs. Sixth
—Kant says all the pirts are mutually means and ends.

Anima s havj— 1. Ct)m|)lete and distinct organism in all their parts. 2.

Consciousness or sen-iibility. 3. Self-motion other than growth.
44. Di.-tinguish human from brute intelligence ?

Brutes have— 1. Sensation. 2. Perception of external objects. 3. In-

stinct, or the power of executin;^ rational works without the exercise of rea-

Bon yet with conscious activity. 4. Memory.

Man has additionally—1. Reason and knowledge of intuitive or supersen*

Bual truths. 2. Substantial poesession of the discursive faculties. 3. Ac-
countability. 4. Progressiveness. Animals never progress in powers. They
lack arti-ulate speech, without which there can be no exercise of the high
JQteliectual faculties.
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ii0i:il Jikjia.

FIRST QUARTER OF SENIOR YEAR.

QuES. 1. Give proofs of the influence of body on mind, and mind on body f

Ans. Body on mind—(I.) Through our bo(]iIy organs of sense we bare all

our knowledge of the external world, so that if we i.re deprived of these or-

gans we lose the facnity of coiinilion. (2.) As the vigor of the body in-

creases so does that of the mind. (3.) The effect of disease often is a prae-

ternaturnal elevation, or depression of the mind. (4) Narcotics, alcoholic,

and all stimulants bewilder, shatter, craze and finally destroy the mind. (5.)

Blood letting has removed mental hallucination and other mental distempers.

(6.) Every man's experience teaches him the advantage of the union of an
elastic body and mind.

Mind on body— (1.) We imagine that the body will be affected in a cer-

tain way. and it is often thus affected. Epidemic diseases are fed in thia

way. (2) Melancholy begets loss of appetite, and tends to sickness. (3.)

Violent emotions of grief, fear, joy, produce di.^ease, and sometimes even
death. (4 ) Excessive met tal labor causes premature decay. (5.) Mental
characteristics appear in the physiognomy and development of the body.

2. What is Conscience, or the moral faculty, and the evidence that it la

original and universal ?

Conscience is that faculty of the human mind, which discerns a quality in

certain actions which are termed moral. It is an original faculty because
moral ideas are simple, and to acquire simple ideas we must have an original

fiiculty. It is universal because all possess it without instruction or educa-
tion, and all men agree as to the morality of certain acts.

3 How do you explain the conflicting moral judgments among men ?

The principles on which men act are correct, but through ignorance or er-

ror the application is different.

4. How far does this disagreement on moral subjects go?
It only extends to the first Truth? in Morals. Oa those questions which

regard good or evil there is no difference. In most cases is only in the ap-
plication of the principles of morality.

5. Is conscience an intelligent or emotional faculty, and how does it com-
pare with Taste

«

It is partly intellectunl, and partly emotional. Intellectual, as far as it is

a judgment respectirg a moral subject. Emotional as much as this judgment
is always accompanied by an emotion. Conscience und Taste are alike in
that both, in addition to their appropriate judgment, invariably have an
emotion accompanyirg the judgment.

6. What is the true idea ot moral obligation ? Gi?e Paley'i definition,
and your views of it ?

AVhen we know an act to be right, we are bound to do it aside from all

consider! t ions of interests. Paley's definition was that man is said to be
obliged when " urged by a violent motive, resulting from the will of another."
This destroys the intrinsic difference between virtue and vice, making every-
thing virtuous which tends to promote happiness.
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7. State the true doctrine relative to the supremacy of conicienca f

The judgment that conscience should be obeyed is intuitive, and when w«
know any act to be riffht, we are bound aside from self interest to perform it.

8. How far do we do right by obeying conscience,— What is necessary to

Make an action materially and formally right ?

We do right 80 far as our judgment respecting duty is correct ; but as no
man's knowledge is perfect or infallible, his judgment may sometimes err,

and then he sins in obeying conscience. How thm can a man be responsible

for doing wrons: ? Becau-!e he is responsible for being brought into such a

state. For an action to be right riirlit requires, (1.) that th« state of mind
of the agent be such as it ought to be. (2.) The action must be in con-

formity with the law, u' der which we are p'aced.

9. Give the Ancient, the Scotch, the Modern Popular, and the Hamilton-
ian distribution of the powers of the mind 1

I. The Ancient, into understanding and will. If. The Scotch, into in-

tellect'ial, moral and active. HI. The Modern Popular, into understanding,

fnsibility and will. IV. The Hamiltorian, into cognitive, sensitive and

cona»ive; in which the will is ranked under the conative, thus making will

and desire rank under the same head.

10. Show the mutual relation of the cognitive and conative powers, and
the formal object of each respectively ?

The conative faculty must have the light of the cognitive, or else thej

would spring up haphazard, and would work distraction. In the powers of

cognition, there is the cognition of sometliing beyond itself. In feeling whea
when know the mental act of feeling, we know all that is to be known of it.

The object of the conative faculties is to produce action—they seek good.

The object of the cognitive is to know—they seek truth.

11. Define Motion, Objective and Subjective—Disposition—Habit—Prin-

diple. Subjective and Objective— Instinct— Appetite—Desire—Affection—

Emoti'^n— Emotional— Passion and Will 1

Motive is whatever excites the will to choice ; it is both outward and in-

ward ; objective and su'tjective. Desire is the real force which moves the

will to choice, and this is subjective ; the objective motives are tho^e which

arise from things outside of ourselves. Disposition is an inward facility, ap-

titude or tendency toward any given class of exercises. Habit is much the

name thin? as dispositii^n, but refers to th4t which is acquired by repeated

action Principle, subjectively viewed, i^ the same as disposition or habit

;

but objectively viewed, it mf ans the maxima by w licli a man guides his con-

duct. Instinct is that faculty by which a conscious being performs a volun-

tary, rational act without any excise of reason. Appetite is an unea»y feel-

ing wliich demands gratification, but when allayed it returns periodically, and

it also arises blindly. Desire is the reaching forth of soul after something,

which seems to be a gool. (Desire and eipection are equal lo Hope. De-

sire and Possession—Joy. Aversion and Expectation—Fear. Aversion

and Possession— Sorrow.) Affjction has conscious beings for its objects-

it is a desire—and a desire to do them good, if it be benevolent, evil if mal-

evolent. Emotion is a general terra to denote a temporary or vivid feeling

excited by objects or truths, or apprehended by the inttilect. Emotional has

a wider range, and equals the whole sensibility. Passion is a vehement state

of desire or aff.^ction, transient or habitual. Will is the executive, which

carries into effect, by determined choice, the preponderating wish, arising

from the varied inward motives above defined.

12. State the theories as to the nature of virtue of Ho»bs, Manditilli,

EficcROs, Palit, Cumberland, Aeibtotlb, Clabki;, Wollastok, snd A
•All Smith ? and year views of them ?
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Hobbeg says there is no difference between Virtue and Vice. Every raan'i
consciousness of the difference is the refutation of this doctrine.

Mandeville.— " All pretensions to virtue are mere hypocrisy." But hy-
pocrisy assumes that which is counterfeited is an object of approiaation among
men.

Epicurus.—That Virtue consists in the mere pursuit of pleasure, or our
own interests. By this theory min can pursue hiS own ends no matter what
the consequences to others. Selfishness. In many cases virtue requires us
to deny ourselves for the sake of others.

Paley.—Virtue is the doing' good to mankind in obedience to the will of
God, lor the sake of everlastins? happiness. This destroys all intrinsic dis-
tinction between virtue and vice, making everything' virtuous which will pro-
mote happiness.

Cumberland.—That all virtue consists in a regard to the public good.
This is virtuous, but it is not right to confine all virtuous action to the ex-
ercise of benevolence. Prudence in seeking our personal happiness is un-
doubtedly a virtue.

Aristotle.—Virtue consists in the moderate and just exercise of all the af-
fections and passions. This theory gives no idea of virtue ; is not complete
and precludes many things not of a moral nature.

Clarke.—Virtue is acting according to the fitness of things Everythin'
which is fit is not necessarily virtuous.

Wallaston —Virtue is conformity to truth. This definition like Clarke'a,
is not logically correct. Truth presupposes virtue.

Adam Smith makes it consist in sympathy of feeling with the agent. Ob-
jection : It takes for granted the existence of those moral feelings which are
supposed to flow from sympathy.

13. Is the idea of Virtue derivative and compound, or simple and orginal,
and why can it can not be logically defined ?

It is original and simple. It is undefiuable because it is indivisible .
•

it has no differentia, and we can only state the circumstances in which it ap-
pears.

14. How does Conscience stand related to the law of God, as ths arbiter
of right, and the guide of conduct?

Bilief in the existence of God, although not necessary to the exercise of
the moral faculty, yet adds much to its force. If we had no moral faculty,

the obligation to be conformed to His will, would not be felt. All duty and
virtuous actions may be referred to the will of God, as the standard by which
they will be tried.

15. State the Sentimental Scheme, and your views of it ?

This scheme makes all moral ideas or judgments to be based upon feeling.

This makes feeling precede moral judgments ; but the truth is that when wa
perceive anything to be morally good, or evil, a feeling of pleasure or dii.
pleasure afterwards arises.

16. Define Happiness, and state the conditions of its attainment ?

Happiness is the harmony existing between the susceptibilities and desires
on the one band, and the objects with which they are made to conform, on
the other. Duty and happiness must be consistent when we strive to obtaio
the latter.

17. State some of the false issues in regard to the question, as to whether
Virtue is an intrinsic quality, intuitively seen, or a mere means of happiness I

I. It is not whether virtue leads to happiness. II. It is not whether we
tee intuitively what is duty. III. It is not whether we are to consider hap-

4
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pintss an utility, as Bubordinate to right. IV. It i« whether tbia hitaitir*

perception assures us against error in the application of principles.

18. How does the author compare the moral with the outward eye, in ac-

counting for its mistakes and defects of insight ?

As through the eye we are able to see things which give us simple ideas,

and as we must have an original faculty for perceiving moral truths, which

are simple, and inasmuch as we sometimes err in tie use of our bodily facul*

ties, so we may err in the use of the moral fa( nlty.

19. What do you say of the argument for the Epicurean scheme, from our
" willing as we please*' ?

The argument is that mx?n choose what p'eases them. Virtue brings plea-

sure .
•

. they choose that which is virtuous. This abolishes all distinction

between right and wrong. Choosing does not make a thing right, but the

right in in the thing itself.

20. Define and disprove Specific as distinguished from Generic Utilitari-

anism and Epicurianism ?

Specific Utilitarianism make virtue a means of good to our own selves.

Generic Utilitarianism makes it a means of happiness or good to all

the universe ourselves included. It is not to be denied that virtue is

coincident with happiness. Epicurianism is the means of promoting

the agent's ^happiness. Refutation—I. Many acts are right and binding

which Lave no such tendency. II. If actions are not good or evil as

such, but in view of their tendencies, then the standards of right and wrong

are as variable as the views of men in regard to these tendencies. III. It

involves the selfish or Epicurean System. If the moral good of all actions

is in the happiness they produce, then the best man is he who is the most

happy. IV. To say an action is useful and tuat it is tirtuous are different

things.

21. Define and refute the scheme of association, and the Pantheistic theory.

The association scheme is that in the first dawn of intellect certain actions

are seen to be useful, and conducive to hap|iiness ; afterwards by association

the mind comes to regard classes of actions as virtuous or vicious, without

any conscious reference to their utility ; still the idea of r-glit is orginally,

and by association derived from that of happiness. Refutation—I. Notiiing

is gained by it. II. It is based upon acts supposed to have taken place be-

fore memory, and hence it cannot be proved. Ill All the arguments that

the idea of right and wrong could never have been deduced from happiness

are against it. IV. 'I'hey presuppose the thing they attempt to explain.

The Pantheistic theory consists in the deference which every one owes to his

own excellency of spirit. What is this excellency of spirit unless the defer-

ence be owes to virtue. Unless man is the highest moral being this view is

false.

22. Define Expediencj'—show its true sphere as rule of conduct.

Expediency is adaptation to produce moral good. It applies only to ac-

tions indifferent, and here it is a safe rule of conduct.

. 23. State the distinction between moral and positive laws, and bow far

the latter are binding ?

, Moral laws are in themselves binding, whether explicitly exacted, or not.

Positive laws prescribe things morally indifferent, but made binding, because

required by competent authority. Positive inasmuch as tbey subserve moral

ei;ds have somewhat of the obligation of moral laws ; but if they come into

Donflict with a moral law, the positive must yield.

24. What in regard to a moral law, or rule of action in the mind ?

There is no law of which we are couscious in the mind ; but the mind in-
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tuitiTely perceives the qiuility of a moral action, if it b> aim )le ami is ooa-

scious of uo other inoutul procos::!. it iu;iy bj true th.u tlie uurjl fuciity h.ii

the rule in itself.

25. What fjelin? arises iu the laiud, in view of the good and evil actions

of the ugeiit and others ?

Our own •ictions, if goo. I. excite an emHioi of pinHiire
; if bid, they ex-

cite the feeliii<4- known as roniorsc. (1 )oJ actions of others elicit our appro-

bation and desiro to revv ird. Bad actions ciU forth disapprobaiion, aaJ tha

desire of punishing tlie agent.

26. State the four requisites to moral agency.

In order to be a moral agent man mast have, I. Sound reason. II. Vol-

untary actioD. 111. Original action. IV. He must possess the moral fac-

ulty.

27. What constitutes the highest conceivable liberty of a free agent J

What is the summary answer to all arguments against its existence ?

It is freedom of action in conformity with our desire and will. The aa-

wer to objections is by an appeal to consciousness.

28. State the respective relations of necessity, of an antecedent certainty

to freedom of action 1

Moral or philosophic?.! necessity is not incompatible with liberty, for it ia

nothing more than the certain operation of moral causes producing moral

eflfects, according to the power they possess. Such necessity belongs to

God ; but certainty is not necessity, which some have confounded with it
;

and yet certainty is not inconsistent with perfect freedom, while strict neoes-

Bitj is.

29. State the two extremes of opinion in regard to self .determination, or

contrary choice in the will.

I. Th It which considers man the passive recipient of influences from with-

out. II. That the will possesses a self deteiinining power in itself indepen-

dent of motiTes, and uninlluenced by any inclination. The first maiies man
to be governed by outward iiitljeaces, but he is reahy governed by the in-

ward."

30. Wiiat are the two chief objections to uniform influence of actions, and

the answers to ihem ?

1. When a person has done what he regrets he feels that he could have

done olhervTiie. But if motives are uniform, no one could, with the same
motires, have possibly acted otherwise tlinn he did. An analysis of the

feeling shows, not that he might have acted dillereiiJy with the same feelings

but that had his feeiings been different he would have acted properly. II.

That when two equal things are presented, there can be no choice. Of what
use is the self determining power, if limited to such cases : when the things

are known to be equal there is no limitation, but is only when we are not

aatistied, that there is any difFerence, that we hesitite.

31. \Vhat is, and what is not the question at issue, between the disputants

about coulriiry choice ?

I. It is not, whether the will may choose, contrary things at the same time.

11. Nor is it that men may choose which o( two o'Ject' they please. III.

Nor whether the will has tne liberty of choice. IV. Nor wheiher the mind
is controlled by external or intern:*! motives. The true question is, whether

the will is such a faculty that at the moment of any given choice under pre-

cisely the same circumsianccs and iiicliiiations it would turn either way.

32. Give the true view and its proof uegalire and posiiire?

The true view is that a man chooses as he pleases and is not a lelf det«r-

mining power. I. There is uo evidence of such a power from the tztrcisti
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efthe mind. II. The intuitire conTiction of man is, that he has the power
of choosing as he pleases. Either this choice is made, or it is not ; if it is

not, there is something wanting which was requisite to such choice. Such
power implies indifference in choice, which is impossible, also choice from
positive aversion which is absurd.

33. What kind of indifference is, and what is not compatible with choice?
Subjective indifference is not compatible with liberty, because a man never

choopes a thing with which he h;is no interest. Objective indifference is com-
patible with liberty, as in choosing a suit of clothes.

34. Compare animal and rational motives in their nature and influence.

Animal motives are such as appetite passion, desire of happiness, and to

escape pain, and arise by a blind impulse. Rational motives arise from in-

tellectual apprehension, and operate on the will by reasonable considerations.

Their influence can be compared and such trials of strength constantly oc-

cur ; either the one or the other gaining the ascendancy according^ to ita

power, e. g., hunger impels a man to eat food, which reason tella him ifill

injure.

35. Reconcile the popular maxim that nothing is moral which is not vol-
nntary, with moral quality in the desires, feelings and dispositions.

The maxim applies primarily to actions which have the character of mo-
rality. Again, the word voluntary as used in the maxim, comprehends all

the spontaneous exercises of the mind.
36. Give the proofs that the moral dispositions are praise or blameworthy?
1. As we know of the soul by its acts, so in regard to these dispositions.

2. The judgment of mankind. Evil acts are sure to be considered as such
omission of duty, as saving the lil'e of a person, when it is in our power to do
so, is blamed by mankind. Our notion of character gives rise to our judg-

ment of mans disposition, as good or bad.

37. Define Truth, objective and subjective.

Truth objective, (1.) is the reality of things, facts as they are
; (2.) Such

a representation of things by word or other signs as corresponds to reality.

38. State what duties are involved in the love of the 1 ruth.

A desire to know, and to be governed by truth, together with earnestness,

candor, and charity. •

39. What is consistency and how far obligatory upon us ?

Consistency is mutual harmony of principles, proftssious, and conduct ;. on
one hand we are not to continue stubuoruly in a doubtful cause in order to

be consistent ; and on the othtix hand, not to be continually changing our
opinions. We ought always to be consistent with truth, »nd to follow the

evidence thereof. Opinions should be founded slowly and with due consid-

eration, and these not be abandoned for trifling reasons.

40. Define Veracity : also a lie. In what sense ought our communications
truly to represent our thoughts ? How far ought we to go in protecting

secrets ?

Veracity is adherence to truth in communications with fellow men. A lie

(genus) is a false representation, (diff) made with intent to deceive. In the

sense in which we believe they will be understood. In protecting secrets, we
may stale irrevilent, evasive, or inconclusive truth : Only we must never
speak falsely.

41. Define a promise—state why it is especially binding, and what cir«um-

stances release its obligation.

A promise, is any communication by word or other signs, whereby one
voluntarily excites in another an expectation, that he will do, or refrain from

doing something. 'J be obligatioD to keep a promise is the £ame as that to
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cpeak the truth, augmented by two considerations, riz. : that it ii poaaibla
to make good every lawful promise ; and that creating the expectations, gives
the pro»m«tf the right to have it lulfilled. The obligation is dissolved ia

case, 1 The promisee releases from it, or he himself fails in his part of the con-
ditions of fulfillnient. 2. Fulfilhnent is in the nature of things impossible.
3. The promise is sinful and unlawful in its own nature.

42. VVhat do you say of the obligation of extorted promises and of pledges
of honor lo keep your word 1

The fact of extortion does not dissolve the obligation of a promise. If
euch a promise ceases to bind, it does so from one of the previous considera-
tions. A moral man must consider such a promise as most obligatory. But
the man who on ordinary occasions gives such a pledge, acts most rashly.

And if he does so without it being required, he gives proof of his want of
confidence in his own word. Vows are especially binding, as made to liod.

43. What arguments for theism arise from the existence of conscience and
the eeose of moral obligation ?

Conscience and the sense of moral obligation constitute a moral law with-
in. But where there is a law, there must be a law giver, and governor, and
and the law must partake of the character of the law giver ; conscience and
the sense of obligation, testify then to the existence and character of God.
^Ihey furnish an independent argument on this point.

44. Stale the three principal forms of Atheism and their refutation ?

I. All things in which design is manifested, have existed from eternity. II.

The universe has in itself causes of power and intelligence to produce these ef-

fects, m. Individual organism are parts of an e^er/ia/sucftession. Refutation.
If all tilings are eternal, they must be immutable: but this is contrary to
daily experience. If we are eternal we must have remembrance of former
existence

; but we have not. The second theory admits causes of power and
inielliger.ee—now every effect manilestin.g design must have such a cause,
and therefore according to this theory there must be as many intelligent and
powerful causes as elL'cts. But the relations and adaptations of entirely
dififereut ttFects, show they must have had the same cause, and all things one
cause. Tliat this cause is not material ia shown by its possessing intelligence,
choice and will, which do not belong to matter. It is therefore spiritual. If
design iu one elfect requires an adequate and intelligent cause, so must it ia
all effects : e

jf.,
« chain. Again the power must be applied where the effect

is produced. But in case of an animal, no one would say its progenitora
had wisdom aniJ power to create and adapt.

45. ShovT why the evidence for the Bding of Gcd is quite as strong as
constant miracles, a visible glory, and an audible voice from God could
make it.

God must make himself known by some work for he is a spirit, and we
cannot know a spirit immediately. He has done so in the Universe, and
DO clearer evidence can be conceived of. Constant miracles would cease to
be remarkable, and would then give no more proofs than do natural e»enta.
It requires no more power to work a miracle than to produce common events;
moreover a miracle in itself only gives proof of power, while nature exhibits
power, wisdom and benevolence. We could not know that an audible voice
or a visible glory was from the Great First Cause ; if tliL-y c.vme sefiom nioa
would doubt their reality ; if often, they would become unmindful of them.

46. UisLiijgiiish tlieoretical and practical ethics : also personal and rela-
tive duties, and point out from what great axiom they may all be deduced.

1. Theoretical Ethics has reference to the psychological and metaphysical
powers

; e. g., the nature of rirtue, &c., practical ethics has reference to prac-
tical duties lu detail.
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2. Personal duties are those one owes to himself. RelatiTe, th» duties ©n«

owes to others.

3. Thej may all be deduced from the maxim :
" Do unto others as you

would have otliers do uuto you," where there is a mutual change of circum-
stances.

47. Enumerate our personal duties and show the limits of self-defence and
sell respect.

I'erssoDul duties are self-preservation, temperance, purity and chasitity, in-

dustry, prudence, seH-respeut, im.jrovoiujnl and coiilrol. In self defence we
are to use .-o niucli (oice and U'l m ire, and di) so much inju.'y an I no more,

than is necessary to our pri'servution, being at the same time not actuated by
iniiylij;nily or revenge. Self reujiect must be equally removed from vanity

.and pride, and IVum leseutment and revenge oi every injury. It manifests

itself in conduct deserving resjject—does nut co;.sent to insult.

48. Point out the general duties to oihtrs, especially in the family.

Tlie general duties are, Justice, Benevolence, Truth, Fidelity, and generoua

CO-oper;ition in worthy and noble ol)jects. Duties iu the family are afifection,

parental filial, fraternal ai.d conjugal.

49. Show our duty to the state and its limitation.

Duties to the state are ob dienee and support. There are two limitationa

to obedience. 1. When the power is usurped. 2. When a law conflicta

with God's law, and enjoins something sinful. This last has two qualifica-

tions. 1. Tlie rebellion against God's law, and the sin nmst be plam clear

and distinc?. 2. Disobeying lor conscience, we must patiently suffer the

penally of so doing.

£0. When does the riglit of revolution arise, and what are its lira'tations.

When the guvurninent is uiisuitcd to the people, or is so incurably and in-

tolerably apprehensive aud corrupt that their best interests call for a change.

The cause must be adequale and there mu.st be a lau prospect o! success.

51. Show the origin and im ortance of the right of private property.

All good governments secure its subjects in the right of holding private

property, lis origin arises from the necessity which men are under to hare

properly protected. For without this no man would be secure in reaping

the Iruils of his labor, hence the cultivation of the soil would be neglected—
•uarcliy would result aud society relapse into barbarism. Hence the schemes

X)f Couimui.ism, Aggrariauism aud Fourierism should be abhorred as au assault

on civilizaliou.

52. ilow do the works of nature prove infinite wisdom, power and benero-

Jence in God ?

He has created all things from nothing which omnipotence alone could do,

and nature move.s on in a regular cjurse, sho^ving that GjJ's wisdou chose

ja perfect plan ai first and ueel not to cna:ige. Djnevoieuce is shown in the

adaptedness ot aninuls for enjoyment, their design, aud mutual relation of

planis and animals.

53. How is the existence of suCFering iu ra:n aud animals to be reconciled

wiih benevolence in God ?

Animais arc only intLuded for a brief existence—have no anxiety regarding

the luiu.e, aud sulfor bui, little pain in comparison with their enjoyment. And
it IS hard to see liow aniuiils can be m idj susceptiole Lo (ileisure without

liability lo | aiii, lur thi6|/ainin many cas s arises Iroai pleasure. Man's paios

are not due to God, ior lie was made hoy aud happy : Oat ou account of hia

siu man is lalleu.

34. Hon does the constitution of man evince the moral perfection of God 1

Tue law interworen iu mau's coustitutiou proves that his Maker approve*
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of moral excellence. It would be absurd to suppaa? that the creatare pos-

sesses an eicolleiice of which there ia no prototype in the Great Firit Cause.
55. Specify the duties we owe to God as shown by the light of nature :

also man's original and presi^nt state ts shown thereby.

Onr duties are Adoration, U'vereni^o, Gratitude, Love, Submission , Trust
and Prayer. Tlie liirht of nature shows that nvn's original condition was
one of pur'ty, but which is now lost, and he needs a Saviour to regenerate

bim.

5fi. State the two great extremes towards wliich philosophy has histori-

cally tended.

Idealism and Materialism—The absorption of object in subject, gives the
former: the ubsorption of subject in obji^ct the latter.

57. Show the positions resnoctivt^ly of Hr.iTo. ARisTOTr.R, TriR Stoics,

Thr EpicrRiAN'i MoDKRN SciiooL. Drs Cautks, Spinoza, Lockr, iiis French
followers, Kant and his followers, Reid and the Scotch School in reference

thereto.

Pi ato leaned to Idealism, and held that individuals form a class by virtue

of an idea impressed on the class. Animals are such by being pervaded by
the idea, animality.

Aristotle, the father of loj^ic. resisted Plato's idealism, in one respect,

and accepted it in another, and adopted what he call?, forms as constituting the
essence of a clais, and this form begins to exist witU tlie first individual of
the class.

Plato held nniversalia ante rem. Aristotle universalia in re. Aristotle
was the oracle of the Meiliaeval school.

Thk Stoics held the doctrine of tlie world's soul : all things are God .
•

.

pantheism.

Thr Epicureans held that pleasure is thesupremf ?ood—its tendency ma-
terialism— to iibsorb snhjcpt in ohj"ct. Stoicism is ideal, while this is sensual.

With the Modern School the controversy was between Nominalism and
Eealism— Realists, contcndrd that ;. class was made by one pervailing numer-
ical substance : Xominaliits that unity is merely in the nam*^ ufiven to a class.

Aris'otle was the oracle, and thought freer. Bacon in his Or^anon unfoldej
the laws of nature from the study of the facts of nature Aristotle in his

Orfjanon. makes deduction from truths already known. Bacon makes ezpe*
rience the basis of conclusions.

The theorists following were those of the Inductive Method.
Des Cartes considered all as doubtful except the mental act of doubtin*.

I doubt. I think .
• . I am. Me argued that the conception of a perfect

Being was evidence of His existence. This is a sjnthctic proposition, and
if true, any fancy would be tr-ithfuj.

Spinoza resolved all thinjs into one substance and its determination. He
aaid by alTixin* attributes we limit the infinite. The infinite is the evolution
ol the finite :

" OmnU determinatio est nesatio.'" They agree w th modern
Pantheists that consciousness imp'ies discrimination .

•
. limitation.

John Locke took ground against Idealism. But held (I.) We have no
innate ideas. (2.) All our knowled/e is derived from sensation, including
perception and reflection. We hold that ideas are innate— as is reason.

Locke held that the perception of externa! objects was throuijh the medium
of representative imajres. IIlmr finni thence founded his doctrine of materi-

alistic-idealism. 'I'he French Atheists ran into absolute skepticism, called

heaven a mUli, death an eternal sleep.

Kant hud a noumena objective, but not known ; and a phenomeua, Bub-
jective. Dr. Reid estabiislied the veracity of our senses, and held the golden
mean between subject and object.
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